In the last twenty years, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) evolved from disordered soot on a transmission electron microscope grid[@b1], to pure, crystalline textiles capable of industrial scale production[@b2][@b3]. Contemporary chemical vapor deposition reactors (CVD) generate ensembles of aligned CNTs into bulk assemblies in a single processing step. Latest CVD advancements yield assemblies with single wall CNT (SWCNT) signatures[@b4][@b5] and, under the right growth conditions, the preferential growth of metallic chiralities has been demonstrated[@b6]. In general, floating catalyst CVD produces CNTs that individually span on order of a millimeter[@b2]. This is far longer than other competing growth methods and is an advantage in electrical transport[@b7] when one considers that most of the room temperature resistivity (\~95%) originates not from the CNTs, but the junctions between them[@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12]. In the best scenario, these CNT junctions raise thermally activated barriers to delocalized charge carriers. In the worst, these junctions localize the charge carriers attempting to ride the CNT railways[@b11][@b13].

Alongside the development of one-step CNT fibre production, post-process sorting between SWCNT electronic structure has also evolved[@b14][@b15][@b16]. Where researchers grudgingly accepted polydisperse assemblies of typically one third metallic to two thirds semi-conducting, now post-process methods sort to any specified electronic concentration in research scale quantities. The transport mechanisms of such sorted assemblies are highly dependent on metallic concentration. A completely semi-conducting SWCNT assembly has electrical transport governed by one dimensional variable range hopping (1D VRH) where charge carriers localize and long range Coulomb interactions broaden the gap in the density of states. Increasing the assembly\'s metallic concentration increases the hopping dimensionality-- a 35% metal concentration has 2D VRH transport and a 74% metal concentration has 3D VRH transport. A fully metallic SWCNT assembly on the other hand supports truly delocalized transport where the VRH model could not be applied. Its room temperature conductivity approached a thousand times that of the fully semi-conducting assembly and illustrates that the semi-conducting SWCNTs are not just innocuous dead weight-- their inclusion increased the overall material disorder, localized the charge carriers, and encumbered the transport[@b11].

AC conductivity is a metric particularly sensitive to disorder and as we will show can probe the intrinsic transport parameters of a CNT assembly. In the microwave wavelengths, several groups[@b12][@b17][@b18] showed that typical, unsorted SWCNT assemblies has a conductivity that increases with frequency according to a power law, which is typical of disordered materials in genera1[@b19][@b20]. The disorder from these unsorted SWCNT films was attributed to CNT junctions or topological defects. This universal disorder model has not been completely successful however for all CNT groups exploring the microwave regime[@b12][@b21][@b22] or, as we will see, for our measurements with sorted SWCNT assemblies. As microwave wavelengths shorten to THz[@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26][@b27][@b28] and far infrared[@b29][@b30][@b31][@b32][@b33] wavelengths, a more complicated AC response is observed with an AC conductivity that first grows with frequency to a peak (somewhere between 0.5--10 THz) and then decays away. Researchers often explain this with some combination of effective medium theory (EMT), traditional Drude conduction, Lortentz oscillators, and Plasmon resonances. As shown by at least one group[@b28] however, THz conductivity is modeled by a generalized Drude mechanism (the Drude-Smith model) that adds only one extra parameter to typical Drude conduction that accounts for the degree of charge carrier backscatter.

In this communication we compare the microwave transmission of practical micro-strip waveguides with SWCNT assemblies inserted into the central conductor. The SWCNTs are sorted for metallic SWCNT concentration and originate from either floating catalyst CVD or post process sorting. Although this technique is limited to about 10 GHz, it immediately shows the advantage in transmission of sorted SWCNT assemblies over unsorted, without additional processing or complications dealing with film thickness. Next we use a standard contactless technique to calculate the bulk microwave conductivity of these assemblies up to 120 GHz. The response of predominantly semi-conducting SWNCTs is distinct to the other concentrations and does not follow power law behavior. We consider several AC conduction models and find that generalized Drude conduction, now applied in the microwave regime, fits for all the various metallic SWCNT concentrations.

Like AC transport, DC cryogenic transport is also especially sensitive to disorder as various mechanisms of conduction freeze out. At the lowest temperatures, only hopping mechanisms remain which is a direct probe into the material\'s order and transport dimensionality. We will explore the sorted material\'s DC response at cryogenic temperatures and observe the relationship to room temperature, microwave transport.

Results
=======

The unaligned, but highly purified SWCNT films or "buckypaper" from *NanoIntegris* *Inc*. (called NI films ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"})) were post process sorted for the following metallic concentration: 98% metallic, 98% semi-conducting, and the typical unsorted ratio. For the aligned floating catalyst CVD material developed here at Cambridge University (called UCAM material ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"})), there were two types: 70 μm wide fibre consisting of predominantly metallic SWCNTs[@b6] and films with SWCNT signatures, but consisted of the typical unsorted electronic concentration.

Micro-strip transmission
------------------------

As a practical test for microwave conductivity, each CNT assembly was integrated into a section of micro-strip transmission line ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). This technique immediately shows the transmission advantages of sorted SWCNT assemblies without additional processing or complications dealing with film thickness required by traditional microwave conductivity methodologies. [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows insertion loss (*IL* = 20 Log *S~21~*) of the various NI films. *IL* = 0 implies 100% power transmission through the micro-strip. The red dots indicate the expected insertion loss from a computer based micro-strip simulation. As illustrated, there is a difference with the transmission between sorted and unsorted films. The unsorted NI films match the predicted behavior of the model\-- monotonically decreasing insertion loss, as what would be expected from a lumped element resistor. For the sorted NI films, around 3 GHz the measured insertion loss deviates from the model and levels off with increasing frequency.

Next we inserted UCAM material into the micro-strip. The unsorted UCAM material follows the typical, monatomic behavior of the transmission line model. The predominantly metallic UCAM material, however, has an insertion loss that first improves and then levels off with frequency ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Note that this predominantly metallic UCAM material has both more efficient insertion and return losses compared to the unsorted UCAM material. This is despite the fact its 70 μm fibre diameter does not match the exact geometry of the 0.5 mm wide transmission line. The unsorted UCAM material matches the geometry of the transmission line and follows the transmission line model. Its transmission however is more lossy in both insertion and return losses. The relatively low return losses ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) of the predominantly metallic UCAM material indicates most incident power is not reflected back, and shows the model deviation is likely an intrinsic material response rather than an impedance mismatch manifested by geometry irregularity. Insertion loss improving with frequency has been observed by other researchers, notably with co-planar transmission lines constructed from SWCNTs embedded in polymers[@b34].

A frequency dependent sheet conductance was extracted from the insertion loss. Our approach does this without taking into account film thickness, which is often an inconsistent parameter in CNT assemblies and one that strongly impacts other microwave conductivity measurements. The sorted material in both the NI film and UCAM material has a sheet conductance that increases with frequency ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The low frequency results agrees with two probe DC measurements obtained with a Keithley multimeter (shown with crossed squares), with the greatest disagreement (\~20%) being with the metallic materials.

Application-wise this is one of the first demonstrations of micro-strip waveguide manufactured with sorted SWCNT material. The advantage of sorted SWCNT material is more efficient microwave transmission that improves with increasing frequency. This is opposite the behavior of traditional metals that suffer a conductivity decrease arising from skin effect. The fact that the predominantly metallic UCAM material also has increasing microwave conductivity over the unsorted UCAM material suggests that this behavior applies to a wide range of sorted bulk SWCNT assemblies and not just the sorted NI films.

A challenge of this micro-strip technique is that the transmitting field is primarily present in the dielectric and the material under test is only at the boundary of this field. Other factors, such as the dielectric, affect the overall micro-strip performance and possibly complicate the extraction of a frequency dependent conductivity. Also, as conductivity increases with frequency, film inductance becomes increasingly significant. A 1 mm section of SWCNT micro-strip has an inductance of \~0.2 nH, which at 10 GHz has a reactive impedance contribution of \~12 Ω and increasing. By this point, the extrapolated resistance is \~4 Ω and possibly still falling. It is not clear if the level off in conductivity approaching 10 GHz is due to the AC effect diminishing or sensitivity loss in the micro-strip. In order to determine the exact cause of the conductivity increase, we focus on the NI films with a standardized electrode-less microwave technique that probes greater bandwidths and does not have this inductance limitation.

Microwave conductivity to 120 GHz
---------------------------------

We inserted the NI films perpendicular to the path of various waveguides and measured the conductivity from 16 to 120 GHz. In this range both the sorted and unsorted conductivity increases with frequency ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The 98% metallic NI film increased 200% over this range and the unsorted NI film, 300%. The conductivity growth in both materials tapered off at the high end of the spectrum. In the previous micro-strip measurements, the conductivity increase of the unsorted NI film was not apparent and this is likely because of a delay in the onset frequency with the universal disorder model discussed later. The conductivity of the 98% semi-conducting NI film grew the most at 400%. Its conductivity growth distinctly increased at an increasing rate. For all three NI films, the conductivity at the low end of the spectrum was roughly congruent with the four probe DC conductivity measured from the Keithley multimeter.

Discussion
==========

It has been shown that the AC conductivity of unsorted SWCNT films increases with frequency[@b12][@b17][@b18][@b21] according to the extended pair power law[@b19][@b20] *σ(ω)/σ~0~ = 1+k (ω/ω~0~)^s^* where *k* is a fitted parameter, *ω* is frequency, *ω*~0~ is the onset frequency, and *s* is a parameter (0\< *s* \<1) that is related to the material\'s disorder. The greater the value of *s*, the greater the level of disorder with unity being the maximum limiting value. This universal disorder model is attractive because it does not specify how exactly the disorder is present, only that it exists. For CNTs, this disorder can be not just the polydisperse collections of various CNTs, but also disorder from junctions, defects and lack of internal alignment. With the NI films, the CNTs are unaligned and differences in disorder amongst the different NI films are presumably from different metallic to semi-conducting ratios. Note however that the average CNT length of the metallic NI film is half that of the semi-conducting and unsorted NI films.

The universal disorder model yielded realistic fits to both the 98% metallic NI and unsorted NI microwave conductivities ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1a](#t1){ref-type="table"}). Here, under the universal disorder model, the AC conductivity is proportional to its DC conductivity and explains why the 98% metallic NI sample has the greatest absolute conductivity increase. The 98% metallic NI film has a smaller disorder exponent (*s* = 0.60) then the unsorted NI film (*s* = 0.67), which is expected due to greater order from the sorted electric structure. The difference of *s* between the two is not great however and implies that the overall source of disorder is not just different metallic concentrations, but other sources such as junctions, defects and lack of internal alignment. For comparison, [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} also includes past work where the universal disorder model has been applied to unsorted and unaligned CNT materials. The highest conductivity SWCNT films have a somewhat lower *s* value then our NI films and have an average SWCNT length four to eight times greater than the NI average[@b18]. Another group reported an *s* value for their unsorted SWCNTs equal to our unsorted NI film *s* value[@b17] and their average CNT length concurs with our unsorted NI CNT length.

The 98% semi-conducting NI film tells a different story. The best fit to the universal disorder model only applies up to 68 GHz at the leading edge of the W band. Up to this point, the *s* value obtained is *s* = 0.91 and, because 0.8 ≤ *s* ≤ 1.0, this indicates a hopping conduction mechanism[@b21]. Note this *s* value is greater than for the unsorted NI film, despite the fact that the unsorted NI film has a greater variety of electronic constituents. Beyond 68 GHz, the conductivity increases at an increasing rate and the universal disorder model cannot apply. A similar situation have been shown where the AC conductivity of unsorted SWCNT films follows the universal disorder model to a point, but then also begins to grow at an increasing rate. It\'s concluded a more complicated model is required, but the reports stop short at providing one[@b12][@b21].

Looking at other AC conduction mechanisms beyond the microwave regime, particularly explored with time domain THz spectroscopy[@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26][@b27][@b28] and far-infrared spectroscopy[@b29][@b30][@b31][@b32][@b33], researchers have shown that AC conductivity typically increases to a point and then decreases at a slower rate. This exact location of this THz conductivity peak varies from sample to sample, but ranges from approximately 500 GHz to 10 THz. Some studies[@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26][@b27][@b29] describe this behavior with an effective medium theory (EMT) that calculates an effective permittivity based on a weighted average of the permittivity of the CNT network (*ε~CNT~*) and the air that surrounds it (*ε~0~*). *ε~CNT~* itself is typically calculated with two contributions: one from the traditional Drude model and the other from a Lorentz oscillator, which is with some controversy attributed to a CNT curvature induced band gap (\~20 meV) present in non-armchair metallic CNTs. Recent work with CNTs films of different diameters support that indeed CNT curvature affects the THz conductivity peak[@b30]. Our microwave conductivity was probed with a maximum photon energy of *hf =* 0.5 meV and would not be energetic enough to overcome this band gap and lead to the 400% increase in conductivity at 120 GHz.

The curvature induced band gap explanation is controversial with other researchers[@b31][@b32][@b33] demonstrating that the THz conductivity peak stems from resonances associated with Plasmon hybridization--a concept which has now been applied for a wide variety of nano-geometries[@b35][@b36][@b37]. This explanation is supported by researchers finding the position of the THz conductivity peak shifting to higher frequency as average CNT length is reduced[@b32]. Very recently, an absorbance spectroscopy study[@b33] ranging from the THz to the ultraviolet regime was conducted on CNT films sorted for metallic and semi-conducting content. It was found that the THz peak was present for both the metallic and (contradicting the curvature induced band gap) semi-conducting CNT films. Only after annealing the semi-conducting CNT film was the THz peak repressed, which again supports the Plasmon explanation. They model their AC conductivity with a traditional Drude contribution combined with a Plasmon resonance term. Using this model and their fitted parameters, however, a significant conductivity increase is only present in the THz regime and conductivity remains relatively constant in the microwave regime where our measurements were made.

This THz conductivity peak, either stemming from the curvature induced band gap or Plasmon resonance, does not explain the microwave conductivity increase (beyond the universal disorder model) observed by us measuring sorted CNT materials or others measuring unsorted CNT materials[@b12][@b21]. As been previously noted by others[@b12], there are multiple conduction mechanisms that lead to distinct AC conductivity increases in both the microwave regime and THz regime. Between these two conductivity increases, it was reported[@b12] that conductivity decreases due to the traditional Drude conduction. Traditional Drude behavior has been observed in the millimeter[@b22] and THz regimes[@b25] in a few isolated cases and, interestingly, has been with relatively high conductivity CNT films. To recap, our microwave conductivity of sorted CNT material is not explained with the power law behavior of the universal disorder model (like others) or the conductivity peak in the THz regime.

Another model--the generalized Drude model by Smith[@b38]--has also been applied in the THz regime for sorted SWCNTs[@b28]. with *ε*~0~\-- the vacuum permittivity, *ω~p~*\-- the plasma frequency, *τ~s~*\-- the average carrier scattering time between charge carrier collisions, and *c* is the "persistence of velocity" or backscatter parameter with −1 ≤ *c* ≤ 0. When *c* = 0, this becomes the traditional Drude model and no charge carriers are backscattered. When *c =* −1, this means all charge carriers are localized and completely backscattered. Outside of CNTs, generalized Drude conduction has been applied in the THz and infrared regimes to other materials such as Hg and Titanium Dioxide[@b38][@b39]. Although the model appears to have yet been applied to CNTs in the microwave regime, generalized Drude conduction is attractive because it is simpler then the EMT approach (five additional parameters beyond the Drude model) and Plasmon resonance approach (four additional terms beyond the Drude model), but has the freedom to describe the observed conduction growth (and possible eventual decrease) that the universal disorder model cannot allow. Also, this model, unlike the others, accounts for the contribution of localized charges that do not add to the DC conductivity, but may add to the AC conductivity at sufficiently high frequency. On a practically basis, finding the values of *ω~p~*, *τ~s~*, and *c* is important to ascertain fundamental CNT conduction characteristics.

Displayed in green dots is the generalized Drude model fitting to all three conductivities, to include the increasing growth rate of the 98% semi-conducting film ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Extrapolating the low frequency traces to their DC value, there is agreement with the model and what was measured with the four probe multimeter. In contrast, as depicted in red dots, the universal disorder model shot well below their DC values. Displayed in [table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"} are the fitted parameters from the generalize Drude model. Using a Fermi velocity[@b28] of *v~f~* = 8\*10[@b5] m/s, the mean free path distance is 0.7, 1.0, 0.2 μm for the 98% metallic (Average SWCNT length = 0.5 μm), unsorted (Average SWCNT length = 1 μm), and 98% semi-conducting (Average SWCNT length = 1 μm) NI films respectively. For the 98% metallic and unsorted NI films, these mean free paths agree with their SWCNT lengths and imply that junctions are the primary source of backscattering. This is not the case for the 98% semi-conducting NI film where the mean free path is five times smaller than its average CNT length. Further, the backscatter parameter *c* is much closer to −1 then the unsorted and metallic material and implies greater localization.

For comparison [table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"} shows previous work[@b28] on sorted SWCNT film conductivity fitted to the generalized Drude model as measured in the THz regime with time domain THz spectroscopy*.* These are unaligned SWCNT films of either 93% metallic or 94% semi-conducting electronic concentration and, as in our case, are in the "as-is" condition with unintentional doping from atmospheric exposure. While their plasma frequency and backscatter parameter *c* is in the same order of magnitude as our VNA measured parameters, their mean free path was significantly less than our values. Possibly, this smaller scattering time is from shorter CNTs or defects causing multiple scattering sites on individual SWCNTs. Also included in [table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"} is a millimeter wave study on unsorted and unaligned SWCNT film[@b22]. Their conductivity data fit to the traditional Drude model, which implies *c* = 0.

Like AC transport, cryogenic transport is particularly sensitive to disorder as other conduction mechanisms freeze out and only variable range hopping (VRH) mechanisms remain. Like the universal disorder model for AC conduction, this exact nature of this disorder is not necessarily specified in VRH, but in our case is assumed to be from lack of internal CNT alignment, the contribution of CNT junctions and other defects, and different electronic SWCNT species present in the material. We implemented cryogenic, DC measurements to probe the material\'s disorder and shed light on the room temperature, microwave behavior. As discussed in the introduction, a previous study[@b11] showed that increasing the metallic SWCNT concentration increases the dimensionality of transport in the VRH model. They included an atmospheric purging that vacuum annealed the SWCNT film at 500°C, 10^−6^ Torr, for 1 hour; trapped atmospheric constituents, such as water and oxygen, are known to modify CNT electronic structure[@b40][@b41][@b42]. Our microwave conductivity measurements were measured as-is without this atmospheric purging step and it was a question if the previous study\'s results could be applied in our case. We found, however, that even without this atmospheric purging, our sorted NI films\' VRH dimensionality matched the previous study\'s results ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). That is, the 98% semi-conducting NI film fitted ES-VRH, the unsorted NI film fitted to 2D VRH, and the 98% metallic film did not follow any VRH model, but coincided with quantum transport limited by 2D weak localization with a resistance depending linearly on the natural log of temperature, *ln(T)*[@b11][@b43][@b44]. The other film concentrations distinctly did not fit to this relationship. The primary difference between the previous study and our results here was a significantly lower characteristic temperature in the VRH models, *T~Mott~*, which is indicative of substantial doping and presumably this originates from atmospheric exposure[@b43].

Qualitatively, the microwave measurements agree with the VRH dimensionality. All of the samples exhibited a negative *dR/dT* indicative of hopping type of transport mechanism. The ES-VRH conduction in the 98% semi-conducting NI film implies 1D hopping down the SWCNT. Here, any degree of disorder produces localization because electrons lack the freedom to bypass a particularly insulating regime for another. The coulomb interaction between the localized electrons leads to a gap in the density of states in the conduction band[@b11][@b44]. Notice that distinctly high disorder parameter *s* deduced from the universal disorder model also revealed a possible electron hopping mechanism.

The generalized Drude model on the 98% semi-conducting NI film showed a distinctly greater degree of electron backscatter as well as a distinctly smaller mean free path (180 nm) well within the length of the semi-conducting SWCNT. Thus, the material\'s disorder impacts the DC transport at cryogenic temperatures as well the microwave transport at room temperature. The previous transport measurements on sorted films[@b11] concluded that the small fraction of metallic CNTs that remains in the sample after the sorting process dominates the electrical transport as current will bypass the highly resistive semi-conducting regions. However, this scenario seems to be unlikely due to the relative high DC conductivity of the 98% semi-conducting NI film. With room temperate conditions and atmospheric exposure, it is reasonable to expect that the electrons associated with semi-conducting SWCNTs are thermally activated into the conduction band and should contribute to the transport. For the unsorted NI film, the 2D VRH can be explained by hopping between adjacent SWCNTs or bundles being the limiting mechanism of the overall conductivity[@b43][@b44]. This picture agrees with the mean free path equaling the SWCNT length as the microwave measurements suggest. The same applies with the 98% metallic NI film where even in weak localization the primary source of elastic scattering should be from the ends of the SWCNT.

We conducted Magneto-resistance (MR) measurements to 9 T ([Fig. 5d](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), where there was the initial, well reported resistance drop due to of suppression of weak localization[@b43][@b44][@b45][@b46]. Surprisingly, for all three materials to include the 98% semi-conducting NI film, this was not accompanied by the familiar upturn in MR at higher field. This positive MR component is attributed to hopping between SWCNTs (or SWCNT bundles) and determines relevant VRH parameters such as localization length. Because no MR upturn was observed, we were not able to calculate a localization length or hopping distance. In past studies, only the most conductive, heavily doped, or most metallic SWCNT films did not have this positive MR upturn[@b11][@b13][@b44]. Despite the differences in metallic concentration, the room temperature, DC conductivity of each of the NI films were within an order of magnitude of each other due to the doping influence of the atmosphere. Presumably, atmospheric doping affects the charge transfer between SWCNT structures and the NI films appear to respond similarly with the magnitude of field reached. Possibly with higher field, the MR upturns would become apparent as suggested by a leveling in the MR for the 98% semi-conducting and unsorted NI films. While MR did not yield any quantitative parameters, it shows the influence of atmospheric doping with the SWCNTs.

Cryogenic measurements showed that the 98% semiconducting had the most disordered transport where conduction was limited to 1D hopping down the SWCNT. Next was the unsorted NI film limited by hopping from one SWCNT structure to the next. The metallic NI film had the least disorder and showed quantum transport limited by weak localization. Conductivity measurements up to 120 GHz agree with the cryogenic results when using both the universal disorder and generalized Drude conduction models. The Drude conduction model, up until now only applied to the THz and optical wavelengths, fit the best to all three film concentrations and yielded realistic values for the transport parameters. Potentially, microwave measurements may be useful for rapid quality control in CNT production. A contactless microwave probe could calculate average CNT length, charge carrier density, and the degree of localization. DC conductivity could be continuously extrapolated without touching the CNT material. Internal fibre alignment as well may be calculated by measuring the anisotropy with changing the microwave polarization. These techniques combined with other traditional measurements such as Raman spectroscopy would be powerful combination for a rapid, contact-less quality control, a much needed tool for CNT programs attempting high quality, high quantity output.

Placing SWCNT films into practical micro-strip waveguides immediately shows the advantage in microwave transmission of sorted over unsorted without taking into account variable parameters such as film thickness or de-embedding techniques. This advantage was shown not just with unaligned NI films, but also with sorted UCAM fibres of predominantly metallic chirality that are internally longer length and aligned. While there is significant work on improving SWCNT assembly conductivity for high strength, DC applications, the advantages of SWCNT based conductors will be first utilized at high frequency situations where conductivity improves and the performance of traditional metals worsens\-- particular in applications where weight is important such as EMI shielding or absorbers for aerospace applications[@b47][@b48]. For such high frequency scenarios, we now know sorted SWCNTs are much preferable to unsorted.

Methods
=======

Material
--------

NI films were purchased from NanoIntegris. From company provided thermogravometric analysis (TGA), all the NI films had a catalytic and amorphous carbon/residual surfactant impurity of \~1% and \~5% respectively. Raman spectroscopy done with a Renshaw Raman spectrometer yielded a radial breathing mode (RBM) peak and a G:D ratio of \~23. From company provided Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), the NI films have a length spanning from 100 nm to 4 μm, with an average of 0.5 μm of the 98% metallic and 1 μm for the 98% semi-conducting and unsorted. Compared to the NI films, the UCAM material has higher catalytic and amorphous carbon impurities \-- 20% and 12% respectively. The UCAM materials, however, have the attribute of internal CNT alignment (as verified by SEM) and length[@b2]\-- estimated at \~1 mm, which is about 1000 times longer than the SWCNTs in the NI films. The UCAM material has RBMs in its Raman spectra and a G:D ratio of \~20. Details on the predominantly metallic UCAM fibre is previously written[@b6].

Micro-strip
-----------

Micro-strip transmission line of 50 Ω characteristic impendence was manufactured by SMS Microwave Ltd. The micro-strip was completely shielded with a fitted grounding plane to mitigate radiation losses. Ports were Anritsu Type K connectors. A section of the micro-strip\'s central conductor was cut and removed and a SWCNT film with equal dimensions was placed in its stead. Gingerly applied colloidal silver paint connected the film to the micro-strip. S-parameters were collected with a SOLT calibrated Anritsu VectorStar Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). We limit consideration up to 10 GHz with a shortest wavelength at \~23 mm. This ensures the CNT film itself, with length not greater than 3 mm, is small enough to be treated as a lumped parameter resistor in the micro-strip transmission line. Experimental testing met ISO/IEC 17025 requirements with the maximum error in the insertion loss measurement being better than 2.6% across the frequency spectrum.

Expected performance of the micro-strip with a typical lumped parameter resistor was predicted using the measured DC resistance and a simple micro-strip transmission line model from *Microwave Office*, a commercial microwave circuit simulator (see insets of [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). A frequency dependent resistance was calculated by tuning the lumped parameter resistor in the transmission line model to match the measured insertion loss at a particular given frequency. This approach yields absolute resistance values, which were turned into a sheet conductance.

The DC multimeter measurement for the micro-strip was two probe for fair comparison because the VNA\'s S-parameter measurement does not eliminate contact resistance between the CNTs and colloidal silver paint. The possibility that the conductivity increase came from simply capacitivly bypassing the silver paint contacts was ruled out. Four probe measurement shows contact resistance from the metallic and unsorted materials was low at \~2% and longer length samples for each film (with a smaller percentage contact resistance) had similar microwave behavior. Note that while the sorted NI films had a higher conductivity then the unsorted, the film thickness of the unsorted was greater. This led to the films having similar DC resistance values. For the 98% metallic, 98% semi-conducting, and unsorted NI films, \~1 mm long samples: 6.3, 7.7, and 5.2 Ω.

Waveguide
---------

For broadband, continuous conductivity measurement up to 120 GHz, we used a standard microwave transmission/reflection technique[@b49][@b50] that sandwiches material (various SWCNT films) between two rectangular waveguides such that the film is incident to the wave propagation. Here, the entire electromagnetic wave traveling down one end of the waveguide to the other must interact with the material under test, where a fraction of the wave energy is reflected back to the source and another fraction passes through to the end. This is in contrast to the more convoluted micro-strip situation above where the material under test is only at the edge boundary of the electromagnetic wave. All four, complex S-parameters were measured by a 2-port Anritsu VectorStar VNA after a TRL calibration (performed in waveguide). This VNA is fitted with millimeter wave modules that attach directly to the waveguides and enable broadband coverage up to 120 GHz. The waveguides were either K or W band. The NI films under consideration are rigid and self-supporting on the physical dimensions considered here and were laid flat across the waveguide\'s pathway. Because the material is a collection of bundles of CNTs, it can be compressed to a degree around its edges where the two waveguides attach together. For consistency, the two waveguides were pressed and bolted together (with the film sandwiched between them) and then separated (with the film immobilized and still attached to one of the waveguides) multiple times. This was repeated until it was certain the S-parameters were stable from this pressing/separation procedure. The S-parameters required de-embedding procedures to remove the impact of leakage around the edges of the sample. The admittances associated with this gap can be calculated[@b51] and de-embedded using a commercial circuit simulator. The values were validated with measurements of metal shims with geometries similar to those of the CNT samples.

The de-embedded S-parameters were directly converted into a frequency dependent permittivity and permeability using the Nicolson, Ross, Weir (NRW) equations[@b49][@b50]. The NRW equations, obtained by considering the continuity of the electric field at the interfaces of the material under test and the wave guides, explicitly relate permittivity/permeability with the VNA\'s S-parameters. This technique however has phase ambiguity in the transmission coefficient and must be supplemented with a phase wrapping procedure or by equating the phases of two transmission coefficients calculated from S-parameters measured sufficiently close in frequency[@b49]. The microwave conductivity is related to the complex permittivity by the well known relationship for a lossy conductor *ε* = *ε*′ − *i σ*(*ω*)/*ω* where *ε* is the complex permittivity and *ε*′ is the real part. The NRW algorithm requires the film\'s thickness, which was obtained by averaging cross-sections under a SEM. There are edge-of-band distortions that contribute to the 'smile' appearance at the ends of the trace; that is, cutoff effects at the low frequency edges and higher order mode propagation at the upper frequency edge. The shaded regions in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} are the estimated spread in conductivity brought on by the considerable variance in film thickness, the prevailing source of error in the measurement.

Cryogenic transport
-------------------

In a four probe arrangement, samples were silver painted onto an insulating support at the contact points with approximately 1 mm between inner leads. Anchoring the sample to the support with adhesive increased setup robustness, but was found to modify the transport behavior and was not used. The samples were placed into a Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS). Resistance versus temperature data was fitted to Mott\'s variable range hopping with with *T~M~* being the characteristic Mott temperature and *d* being the discrete dimensionality of the electron hopping.
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![(a) SEM image showing the unaligned nature of the NI film. The bundles are \~12 nm. (b) SEM image of the UCAM material showing vertical alignment and lower density compared to the NI film. (c) and (d) Sorted SWCNT material was inserted into a section of 50 Ω micro-strip. A fitted shield is bolted onto the top to reduce radiation losses. (e) Setup showing the Nicolson, Ross, Weir (NRW) procedure with the SWCNT film sandwiched between rectangular waveguides, perpendicular to the transmission. An Anritsu VectorStar Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) with millimeter wave modules collected the S parameters. These S parameters were converted into a frequency dependent conductivity.](srep03762-f1){#f1}

![(a) Expected (in red dots) and measured insertion loss of the NI films with various concentrations of metallic and semi-conducting SWCNTs. Insertion loss (b) and return loss (c) of the predominantly metallic and standard UCAM material, with red dots depicting the expected behavior.](srep03762-f2){#f2}

![Extracted sheet conductance of the sorted NI films and UCAM material.\
Crossed boxes are DC values as measured by a Keithly multimeter. For both the NI films and UCAM material, the sorted variety has a conductivity that improves with frequency. Note that the unsorted SWCNTs has a sheet conductance comparable to the metallic SWCNTs only because the unsorted film is approximately eight times thicker.](srep03762-f3){#f3}

![Microwave conductivity using type K and W waveguides.\
The red dots are the fitted universal disorder model, which does not fit well with the 90% semi-conducting SWCNT film. The generalized Drude model is shown with green dots, which fits better to the three different film concentrations and agrees with the DC conductivity from a four probe multimeter. The estimated error, based on the film thickness variance, is displayed in the various colored bands.](srep03762-f4){#f4}

![For the semi-conducting (a) and unsorted (b) NI films, they fit best to the ES-VRH and 2D VRH models respectively as shown with the natural log of resistance versus a dimensionality dependent temperature expression. The metallic sample (c) did not fit to any VRH model, but was the only one that to have a near linear resistance dependence with ln(T). This suggests 2D weak localization regulates the conductivity as found with metallic thin films. (d) Magneto-resistance (MR) measurements were performed to acquire localization length, but this was not possible because of a lack of positive MR in all three film concentrations. The plot is normalized resistance versus magnetic field.](srep03762-f5){#f5}

###### In red, fits of the various sorted NI film conductivities to the universal disorder model. In black, past work of the universal disorder on unsorted CNTs. This table is sorted by the disorder parameter *s*

                                         Disorder Exponent *s*    CNT length (µm)     DC Cond. (kS/m)
  ------------------------------------- ----------------------- -------------------- ------------------
  Unaligned SWCNT[@b12]                          0.52               Not reported            226
  Arc discharge Unaligned SWCNT[@b18]            0.57                   2-4                  50
  98% metallic NI (R^2^: 0.99)               0.60 +/− 0.03       0.1--4Average: 0.5         83.5
  HiPco SWCNT[@b17]                              0.67                 0.1--1.0        Contactless, N/A
  Unsorted NI (R^2^: 0.98)                   0.67 +/− 0.04       0.1-4Average: 1.0          5.4
  98% semi-conducting NI (R^2^: 0.99)        0.91 +/− 0.03       0.1-4Average: 1.0          26.8
  Multiwall CNTs in polymer[@b21]             0.94- 0.93                1--2             Insulating
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###### In red, fitted generalized Drude conduction parameters for the various NI films. In black, past fits of this model to related materials. This table is sorted by DC conductivity

                                         *ω~p~*/2π (THz)     mfp (µm)           *c*         DC cond. (kS/m)
  ------------------------------------- ----------------- --------------- ---------------- -----------------
  98% metallic NI (R^2^: 0.97)           38.20 +/− 0.10    0.71 +/− 0.02   −0.84 +/− 0.00        83.5
  Unaligned SWCNT[@b22]                        33               3.2              0                69
  98% semi-conducting NI (R^2^: 0.99)    159.2 +/− 65.7     0.18 +/−.05     −0.98 +/−.01         26.8
  93% Metallic SWCNT[@b28]                    60.16            .054            −0.87             15.4
  Unsorted NI (R^2^: 0.97)                6.72 +/− 0.08    1.0 +/− 0.02    −0.87 +/− 0.00         5.4
  94% semi-conducting SWCNT[@b28]              64              0.04            −0.69              1.8
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